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Medulloblastoma (MB) comprises four main molecular MB 
subgroups (WNT, SHH, Group 3 and Group 4) with diver-
gent biology, outcomes and subgroup-specific differences in 
relapses [1–6]. Metastatic recurrences are most common in 
Group 3 and 4 MB, where metastases from a single patient 
are genetically similar to each other, but highly divergent 
from the corresponding primary tumor [2–6]. Local recur-
rences in the tumor bed are more frequent in SHH-activated 
tumors but progression-associated molecular aberrations for 
this MB variant remain unclear [2, 6]. To assess a biologi-
cal evolution of SHH MB, we analyzed molecular changes 
appearing during local regrowth of desmoplastic nodular 
MB (DNMB). Eleven pairs of primary and recurrent DNMB 
samples were analyzed with DNA- and RNA-based meth-
ods. Tumor samples were obtained by resection from three 
infants, two children, and six adults older than 17 years (all 
at M0 stage; Suppl. Table). After primary resection, infants 
received chemotherapy alone, while children and adults were 
treated according to HIT protocols that included cranio-
spinal radiotherapy as well. Event-free survival varied 
widely for these 11 patients, ranging from 8 to 192 months, 

with infants on average relapsing earlier than non-infants 
(11 months vs. 82 months for others); all 11 “secondary” 
samples were obtained via resection of the local DNMB 
recurrences.

Histopathological evaluation revealed that eight DNMB 
pairs from children and adults had similar histology at pri-
mary diagnosis and at relapse. However, DNMB features 
completely disappeared in three infant recurrent samples 
which were represented by poorly differentiated, reticu-
lin-rich areas (Fig. 1a, b). Methylation profiling disclosed 
matched DNA profiles for all DNMB pairs which all were 
identified as “SHH MB” according to “Classifier v11b4” 
[1] thus excluding secondary non-MB malignancies (Suppl. 
Figure 1). Cytogenetic profiles of eight children and adult 
DNMB revealed no detectable differences between pri-
mary and recurrent tumors (Table 1). In stark contrast, all 
three infant DNMB initially disclosed flat genomes, but 
their recurrences showed various CNVs including 17p 
loss in all three cases (Table 1, Fig. 1d). Next-generation 
panel sequencing (depth X900) revealed either PTCH1 (8) 
or SMO (3) mutations; all three infants had both somatic 
and germ-line PTCH1 alterations despite of balanced 9q 
(Table 1). TERT promoter mutations were identified in 4/6 
adult DNMB. Mutational profiles were similar in eight pairs 
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of children/adults DNMB, although we cannot exclude a 
presence of alterations in genes not included in our panel. In 
contrast, all three recurrent infant DNMB disclosed somatic 
TP53 mutations (Fig. 1e, Table 1) accompanied with intense 
TP53 nuclear accumulation (not present in all primaries 
(Suppl. Figure 2)). RNA sequencing for six samples revealed 
a similarity of transcriptional profiles generated for DNMB 
pairs but with some differences in gene expression, espe-
cially for infants (Fig. 1f). In one recurrent DNMB harboring 
TP53 mutation and 17p loss (Case 1), TP53 expression level 
was significantly lower in comparison to primary sample 
thus suggesting its down-regulation due to a bi-allelic gene 
inactivation (Suppl. Figure 3). 

The acquisition of various molecular events (including 
TP53 mutations) has been described in relapsed SHH MB 
[2]. Here we discovered posttreatment DNMB molecular 

aberrations in PTCH1-mutant infants which manifested as 
acquired CNVs and TP53 mutations. However, due to a 
limited number of samples analyzed, these findings should 
be approved in representative series of relapsed SHH MB. 
Previously, Ptch-altered murine SHH MB showed TP53 
alterations as progression events [4, 7], although to draw 
any analogy between experimental and clinical data would 
be inappropriate. It is also unclear, whether these molecu-
lar changes are really progression-associated aberrations or 
they initially affect only a small population of the treatment-
naïve, primary DNBM coming to the fore as a result of the 
posttreatment clonal selection. Somatic mutations in pedi-
atric MB disclosed a spatial heterogeneity and, at time of 
relapse, major genetic divergences may occur between pri-
mary and recurrent tumors [4, 7]. Therefore, deep sequenc-
ing of multiregional tumor biopsies is an optimal way to 
detect genuine mutational landscape in PTCH1-affected 
patients.

The question of whether relapses in PTCH1-affected 
infants require a specific therapeutic approach warrants fur-
ther consideration. Taking into account a presence of germ-
line gene alterations, treatment intensification is still looking 
hazardous due to a risk of disease progression and secondary 
malignancies. Identified molecular aberrations could repre-
sent targets for MB salvage therapy, but their utility may be 
limited if they are not considered in the recurrent disease. 
Therefore, we could recommend a molecular analysis of 
the primary and recurrent DNMB samples synchronously 
because progression-associated aberrations may be taken 

Fig. 1  Primary and recurrent samples of DNMB in PTCH1-affected 
patients disclosed changes in histology and molecular profiles. a 
Typical DNMB appearance of primary tumor with “pale islands”. b 
Recurrent sample is represented by poorly differentiated, mitotically 
active tumor. c Primary infant DNMB (Case 1) disclosed flat genome, 
but recurrent sample (d) revealed numerous aberrations including 17p 
loss (arrow). e Primary infant tumor (Case 1; above) showed wt TP53 
(arrow) but recurrent sample (below) harbored TP53 somatic muta-
tion (p.G130V; arrow). f Gene expression-profiling data obtained 
after RNA sequencing of six paired DNMB samples. Heatmap of 
unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis (based on top 500 high-var-
iance genes) showed relative similarity of the transcriptional profiles 
generated for primary and recurrent DNMB with some expression 
differences, especially for infants (Cases 1 and 2)

◂

Table 1  Molecular characteristics of primary and recurrent DNMB

TP53-associated acquired molecular aberrations are marked in bold
a Allele frequency

N CNVs primary CNVs recurrent Mutations primary Mutation germ-line Mutations recurrent

1 Balanced + 1q, + 2, + 6, + 7, − 17p, 
+ 17q

PTCH1 (L1109fs/G1097fs/
L1023I; 88%; 72%; 
79%a)

PTCH1 (L1109fs/
L1023I; 49%; 48%a)

PTCH1 (L1109fs/G1097fs/
L1023I; 42%; 41%; 
41%a); TP53 (G130V; 
52%a)

2 Balanced − 10q, + 15q, − 17p PTCH1 (A385fs/P1164L; 
88%; 89%a)

PTCH1 (A385fs; 48%a) PTCH1 (A385fs/P1164L; 
71%; 68%a); TP53 
(E126D; 75%a)

3 Balanced + 2, − 3p, + 3q, + 5p, − 5q, 
− 17p;

PTCH1 (A300fs; 92%a) PTCH1 (A300fs; 47%a) PTCH1 (A385fs; 87%a); 
TP53 (M114K; 90%a)

4 + 1q, + 2p, − 2q, − 4q, 
− 9q, − 17p

+ 1q, + 2p, − 2q, − 4q, 
− 9q, − 17p

PTCH1 (T858fs; 89%a) No PTCH1 (T858fs; 86%a)

5 Balanced Balanced SMO (D473 N; 45%a) No SMO (D473N; 43%a)
6 − 9q − 9q PTCH1 (S493fs; 82%a) No PTCH1 (S493fs; 82%a)
7 + 1q, + 2, + 3, + 7, − 16q + 1q, + 2, + 3, + 7, − 16q SMO (S278I; 43%a) No SMO (S278I; 38%a)
8 Balanced Balanced SMO (L412F; 46%a) No SMO (L412F; 41%a)
9 − 9q, − 10q, − 14q, − 18q − 9q, − 10q, − 14q, − 18q PTCH1 (G988fs; 77%a) No PTCH1 (G988fs; 74%a)
10 − 9q − 9q PTCH1 (N31fs; 78%a) No PTCH1 (N31fs; 76%a)
11 +3q, − 9q, − 16q + 3q, − 9q, − 16q PTCH1 (C225fs; 81%a) No PTCH1 (C225fs; 74%*)
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into service to making appropriate changes in the treatment 
strategy.
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